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Abstract—With the memory-resource-limited constraints,
class-incremental learning (CIL) usually suffers from the “catas-
trophic forgetting” problem when updating the joint classification
model on the arrival of newly added classes. To cope with the
forgetting problem, many CIL methods transfer the knowledge
of old classes by preserving some exemplar samples into the
size-constrained memory buffer. To utilize the memory buffer
more efficiently, we propose to keep more auxiliary low-fidelity
exemplar samples rather than the original real high-fidelity
exemplar samples. Such memory-efficient exemplar preserving
scheme make the old-class knowledge transfer more effective.
However, the low-fidelity exemplar samples are often distributed
in a different domain away from that of the original exemplar
samples, that is, a domain shift. To alleviate this problem, we
propose a duplet learning scheme that seeks to construct domain-
compatible feature extractors and classifiers, which greatly nar-
rows down the above domain gap. As a result, these low-fidelity
auxiliary exemplar samples have the ability to moderately replace
the original exemplar samples with a lower memory cost. In
addition, we present a robust classifier adaptation scheme, which
further refines the biased classifier (learned with the samples
containing distillation label knowledge about old classes) with
the help of the samples of pure true class labels. Experimental
results demonstrate the effectiveness of this work against the
state-of-the-art approaches. We will release the code, baselines,
and training statistics for all models to facilitate future research.
Index Terms—Class-incremental Learning, Memory Efficient,
Exemplar, Catastrophic Forgetting, Classification
I. INTRODUCTION
REcent years have witnessed a great development ofincremental learning [1]–[19], which has a wide range of
real-world applications with the capability of continual model
learning. To handle a sequential data stream with time-varying
new classes, class-incremental learning [20] has emerged as a
technique for the resource-constrained classification problem,
which dynamically updates the model with the new-class sam-
ples as well as a tiny portion of old-class information (stored
in a limited memory buffer). In general, class-incremental
learning aims to set up a joint classification model simul-
taneously covering the information from both new and old
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Fig. 1. Illustration of resource-constrained class-incremental learning. Firstly
a training is done on the first available data. After that, part of those data
is stored in a limited memory. When new data arrives, the samples in the
memory are extracted and used with the new data to train the network so that
it can correctly identify all the classes it has seen.
classes, and is usually facing the forgetting problem [21]–
[30] with the domination of new-class samples. To address
the forgetting problem, many class-incremental learning ap-
proaches typically concentrate on the following two aspects:
1) how to efficiently utilize the limited memory buffer (e.g.,
select representative exemplar samples from old classes); and
2) how to effectively attach the new-class samples with old-
class information (e.g., feature transferring from old classes to
new classes or distillation label [31] on each sample with old-
class teacher model [32]). Therefore, we focus on effective
class knowledge transfer and robust classifier updating for
class-incremental learning within a limited memory buffer.
As for class knowledge transfer, a typical way is to preserve
some exemplar samples into a memory buffer which has a
constrained size in practice. For maintaining a low memory
cost of classification, existing approaches [20], [31] usually
resort to reducing the number of exemplar samples from old
classes, resulting in the learning performance drop. Motivated
by this observation, we attempt to enhance the learning perfor-
mance with a fixed memory buffer by increasing the number
of exemplar samples while moderately reducing the fidelity of
exemplar samples. Our goal is to build a memory efficient
class-incremental learning manner with low-fidelity exem-
plars. However, the normal exemplar-based class-incremental
learning schemes [20], [31] can not work well with low-
fidelity exemplars, because there exists a domain gap between
the original exemplar samples and their corresponding low-
fidelity ones (with smaller memory sizes). Thus, a specific a
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learning scheme must be proposed to update the model while
reducing the influence of domain shift. In our duplet learning
scheme, when facing the samples of new classes the low-
fidelity exemplar samples are treated as the auxiliary samples,
resulting in a set of duplet sample pairs in the form of original
samples and their corresponding auxiliary samples. Based on
such duplet sample pairs, we construct a duplet-driven deep
learner that aims to build domain-compatible feature extractors
and classifiers to alleviate the domain shift problem. With
such a domain-compatible learning scheme, the low-fidelity
auxiliary samples have the capability of moderately replacing
the original high-fidelity samples, leading to more exemplar
samples in the fixed memory buffer with a better learning
performance.
After that, the duplet-driven deep learner is carried out over
the new-class samples to generate their corresponding distil-
lation label information of old classes, which makes the new-
class samples inherit the knowledge of old classes. In this way,
the label information on each new-class sample is composed
of both distillation labels of old classes and true new-class
labels. Hence, the overall classifier is incrementally updated
with these two kinds of label information. Since the distillation
label information is noisy, the classifer still has a small bias.
Therefore, we propose a classifier adaptation scheme to correct
the classifier. Specifically, we fix the feature extractor learned
with knowledge distillation, and then adapt the classifier over
samples with true class labels only (without any distillation
label information). Finally, the corrected classifier is obtained
as a more robust classifier.
In summary, the main contributions of this work are three-
fold. First, we propose a novel memory-efficient duplet-driven
scheme for resource-constrained class-incremental learning,
which innovatively utilizes low-fidelity auxiliary samples for
old-class knowledge transfer instead of the original real sam-
ples. With more exemplar samples in the limited memory
buffer, the proposed learning scheme is capable of learning
domain-compatible feature extractors and classifiers, which
greatly reduces the influence of the domain gap between
the auxiliary data domain and the original data domain.
Second, we present a classifier adaptation scheme, which
refines the overall biased classifier (after distilling the old-
class knowledge into the model) by using pure true class
labels for the samples while keeping the feature extractors
fixed. Third, extensive experiments over benchmark datasets
demonstrate the effectiveness of this work against the state-
of-the-art approaches.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first
describe the related work in Section II, and then explain the
details of our proposed strategy in Section III. In Section IV,
we report the experiments that we conducted and discuss their
results. Finally, we draw a conclusion and describe future work
in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Recently, there have been a lot of research works on
incremental learning with deep models [33]–[41]. The works
can be roughly divided into three fuzzy categories of the
common incremental learning strategies.
A. Rehearsal strategies
Rehearsal strategies [20], [31], [42]–[46] replay the past
knowledge to the model periodically with a limited mem-
ory buffer, to strengthen connections for previously learned
memories. Selecting and preserving some exemplar samples
of past classes into the size-constrained memory is a strategy
to keep the old-class knowledge. A more challenging approach
is pseudo-rehearsal with generative models. Some generative
replay strategies [47]–[51] attempt to keep the domain knowl-
edge of old data with a generative model and using only
generated samples does not give competitive results.
B. Regularization strategies
Regularization strategies extend the loss function with loss
terms enabling the updated weights to retain past memories.
The work in [32] preserves the model accuracy on old classes
by encouraging the updated model to reproduce the scores
of old classes for each image through knowledge distillation
loss. The strategy in [52] is to apply the knowledge distillation
loss to incremental learning of object detectors. Other strate-
gies [3], [53]–[55] use a weighted quadratic regularization loss
to penalize moving important weights used for old tasks.
C. Architectural strategies
Architectural strategies [56]–[63] mitigate forgetting of the
model by fixing part of the model’s architectures (e.g. layers,
activation functions, parameters). PNN [57] combines the
parameter freezing and network expansion, and CWR [58] is
proposed with a fixed number of shared parameters based on
PNN.
Our work belongs to the first and the second categories. We
focus on effective past class knowledge transfer and robust
classifier updating within a limited memory buffer. For effec-
tive class knowledge transfer with more exemplar samples, we
innovatively design a memory-efficient exemplar preserving
scheme and a duplet learning scheme that utilizes the low-
fidelity exemplar samples for knowledge transfer, instead of
directly utilizing the original real samples. Moreover, the dis-
tillation label information of old classes on new-class samples
with knowledge distillation is usually noisy. Motivated by
this observation, we further refine the biased classifier in a
classifier adaptation scheme.
TABLE I
MAIN NOTATIONS AND SYMBOLS USED THROUGHOUT THE PAPER.
Notation Definition
Xh The sample set of class h
X̂h Auxiliary form of the sample set of class h
At The added data of new classes at the t-th learning session
Ft The deep image classification model at the t-th learning session
θFt The parameters of Ft
Bt The feature extractor of Ft
Ct The classifier of Ft
P̂ jt The auxiliary exemplar samples of old class j stored at the t-th learning session
R̂t The auxiliary exemplar samples of old classes preserved at previous t learning sessions
E The mapping function of the encoder
D The mapping function of the decoder
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Fig. 2. Visualization of the low-fidelity auxiliary samples and the corresponding real samples with two different feature extractors by t-SNE. (a): The feature
extractor is updated incrementally on the auxiliary data without our duplet learning scheme, and we notice that there is a large gap between the auxiliary data
and real data; (b): The feature extractor is updated incrementally on the auxiliary data with our duplet learning scheme, and we observe that the domain gap
is reduced.
III. METHOD
A. Problem Definition
Before presenting our method, we first provide an illustra-
tion of the main notations and symbols used hereinafter (as
shown in Table I) for a better understanding.
Class-incremental learning assumes that samples from one
new class or a batch of new classes come at a time. For
simplicity, we suppose that the sample sets in a data stream
arrive in order (i.e. X1, X2, . . . ), and the sample set Xh
contains the samples of class h (h ∈ {1, 2, . . . }). We consider
the time interval from the arrival of the current batch of classes
to the arrival of the next batch of classes as a class-incremental
learning session [47], [56]. A batch of new class data added at
the t-th (t ∈ {1, 2, . . . }) learning session are represented as:
At =
{
X1 ∪ · · · ∪Xk ∪ · · · ∪Xn1 t = 1
Xnt−1+1 ∪ · · · ∪Xk ∪ · · · ∪Xnt t ≥ 2 (1)
In an incremental learning environment with a limited
memory buffer, previous samples of old classes can not be
stored entirely and only a small number of exemplars from
the samples are selected and preserved into memory for old-
class knowledge transfer [20], [31]. The memory buffer is
dynamically updated at each learning session.
At the t-th session, after obtaining the new-class samples
At we access memory Mt−1 to extract the exemplar samples
of old-class information. Let P jt−1 denote the set of exemplar
samples extracted from the memory at the t-th session for the
old class j:
P jt−1 =
{
(xj1, y
j), . . . , (xjet−1 , y
j)
}
(2)
where et−1 is the number of exemplar samples and yj is
the corresponding ground truth label. P jt−1 is the first et−1
samples selected from the sorted list of samples of class j by
herding [64]. And then Mt−1 can be rewritten as:
Mt−1 = P 1t−1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pnt−1t−1 (3)
The objective is to train a new model Ft which has
competitive classification performance on the test set of all
the seen classes. Ft represents the deep image classification
model at the t-th learning session and the parameters of the
model are denoted as θFt . The output of Ft is defined as:
Ft(x) = [F
1
t (x), . . . , F
nt−1
t (x), F
nt−1+1
t (x), . . . , F
nt
t (x)]
(4)
Ft is usually composed of a feature extractor Bt and a
classifier Ct. After obtaining the model Ft, the memory buffer
is updated and Mt is constructed with the exemplars in At and
a subset of Mt−1.
B. Memory Efficient Class-incremental Learning
It is helpful for knowledge transfer to store more number of
exemplars in the memory [31]. For effective knowledge trans-
fer, we propose a memory efficient class-incremental learning
manner, which means utilizing more low-fidelity auxiliary
exemplar samples to approximately replace the original real
exemplar samples.
We present an encoder-decoder structure to transform the
original high-fidelity real sample x to the corresponding low-
fidelity sample x̂ (with smaller memory size):
x̂ = D ◦ E(x) (5)
where E is the mapping function of the encoder and D is the
mapping function of the decoder. Due to the loss of fideltiy,
we keep the auxiliary sample code with smaller memory cost
compared with storing the corresponding real sample. We
use r to represent the memory cost ratio of keeping a low-
fidelity sample and keeping the corresponding high-fidelity
real sample (r = size(E(x))size(x) ).
Let P̂ jt−1 denote the set of exemplar auxiliary samples
extracted from the memory at the t-th session for the old class
j:
P̂ jt−1 =
{
(x̂j1, y
j), . . . , (x̂jêt−1 , y
j)
}
(6)
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the process of class-incremental learing with our duplet learning scheme and classifier adaptation scheme. We use Bt and Ct (t ∈ N)
to represent the feature extractor and the classifier respectively at the t-th learning session. For initialization, F1 is trained from scratch with the set of duplet
sample pairs (A1, Â1), R̂1 is then constructed and stored in the memory in the form of E(R1). At the t-th learning session, firstly we train a new feature
extractor Bt and a biased classifier on all the seen classes with our duplet learning scheme, and the exemplar auxiliary samples R̂t for all the seen classes
are then constructed. Finally, we update the classifier with the classifier adaptation scheme on R̂t.
where êt−1 is the number of exemplar auxiliary samples. With
the fixed size memory buffer, êt−1 is larger than et−1. We use
R̂t−1 to represent all the exemplar auxiliary samples extracted
from Mt−1:
R̂t−1 = P̂ 1t−1 ∪ · · · ∪ P̂nt−1t−1 (7)
And then Mt−1 in our memory efficient class-incremental
learning can be represented as:
Mt−1 = E(Rt−1) (8)
where Rt−1 represents the corresponding real samples of
R̂t−1.
At the t-th session, we use the exemplars R̂t−1 and newly
added data At to train the model Ft. More number of
exemplars from Mt−1 are helpful for learning the model.
However, the domain gap between the auxiliary samples and
their original versions (as shown in Figure 2(a)) often gives a
bad performance. In order to fix this issue, we propose a duplet
class-incremental learning scheme in the following subsection.
C. Duplet Class-incremental Learning Scheme
To reduce the influence of domain shift, we propose a
duplet learning scheme, which trains the model using a set
of duplet sample pairs in the form of original samples and
their corresponding auxiliary samples.
A duplet sample pair (x, x̂, y) is constructed from an
auxiliary sample (x̂, y) and the corresponding real sample
(x, y). At the t-th learning session (as shown in Figure 3),
we construct a set of duplet sample pairs with At and Ât,
denoted as:
(At, Ât) = {(xk, x̂k, yk)}|At|k=1
s.t. (xk, yk) ∈ At, (x̂k, yk) ∈ Ât
(9)
We train the model Ft with the duplet sample pairs of (At, Ât)
and the exemplar auxiliary samples of old classes R̂t−1 by
optimizing the objective function Lt:
Lt(θFt) = L
t
1(θFt) + L
t
2−dup(θFt) (10)
where Lt1 is the loss term for R̂t−1 and L
t
2−dup is the loss
term for (At, Ât).
Lt1: For preserving the model performance on old-class aux-
iliary samples, Lt1is defined as:
Lt1(θFt) =
1∣∣∣R̂t−1∣∣∣
∑
(x̂,y)∈R̂t−1
lt((x̂, y); θFt) (11)
where lt is composed of a classification loss term ltcls and a
knowledge distillation loss term ltdis for one sample, which is
defined as:
lt((x, y); θFt) = l
t
cls((x, y); θFt) + l
t
dis((x, y); θFt) (12)
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The classification loss ltcls for one training sample on newly
added classes is formulated as:
ltcls((x, y); θFt) =
nt∑
k=nt−1+1
Entropy(F kt (x; θFt), δy=k)
(13)
where δy=k is a indicator function and denoted as:
δy=k =
{
1 y = k
0 y 6= k (14)
Entropy(·, ·) is a cross entropy function and represented as:
Entropy(ŷ, y) = −[y log(ŷ) + (1− y) log(1− ŷ)] (15)
The knowledge distillation loss ltdis is defined as:
ltdis((x, y); θFt) =
nt−1∑
k=1
Entropy(F kt (x; θFt), F
k
t−1(x; θFt−1))
(16)
its aim is to make the output of the model Ft close to the
distillation class label F kt−1(x; θFt−1) (k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , nt−1})
of the previously learned model Ft−1 on old classes.
Lt2−dup : For the new-class duplet sample pairs, Lt2−dup
encourages the output of the model on the real sample similar
to that on the corresponding auxiliary sample and is defined
as:
Lt2−dup(θFt) =
1
|At|+|Ât|
∑
(x,x̂,y)∈(At,Ât)
[lt((x, y); θFt)
+lt((x̂, y); θFt)]
(17)
In general, we can obtain a domain-compatible feature ex-
tractor and a classifier on all the seen classes by optimizing the
loss function in Equation (10). The domain gap in Figure 2(a)
is decreased greatly with our duplet learning scheme as shown
in Figure 2(b).
D. Classifier Adaptation
Our duplet-driven deep learner is carried out over the new
classes samples to generate their corresponding distillation
label information of old classes through the distillation loss (as
defined in Equation (16)), which makes the new-class samples
inherit the knowledge of old classes. Since the distillation label
knowledge is noisy, we propose a classifier adaptation scheme
to refine the classifier over samples with true class labels only
(without any distillation label information).
Taking the t-th learning session for example, we can obtain
a domain-compatible but biased classifier Ct by optimizing
the objective function defined in Equation (10). Here, we fix
the feature extractor Bt learned and continue to optimize the
parameters of the classifier further only using the true class
label knowledge. Then, the optimization is done by using
exclusively the auxiliary samples that are going to be stored in
memory Mt. The objective function is formulated as below:
Lt(θCt) =
1
|R̂t|
∑
(x̂,y)∈R̂t
nt∑
k=1
Entropy(Ckt ◦Bt(x̂; θCt)), δy=k)
(18)
By minimizing the objective function, the classifier Ct is
refined and has better performance for all the seen classes.
Figure 3 illustrates the process of class-incremental learning
Algorithm 1: Training the model at the t-th session
Input: The added data of new classes At
Require: The exemplar auxiliary samples R̂t−1 and the
parameters θFt−1 =
{
θCt−1 , θBt−1
}
1 Obtain the auxiliary samples Ât for new classes from At
using Equation (5);
2 Initialize θBt , θCt with θBt−1 and θCt−1 respectively;
/* The duplet learning scheme */
3 Obtain the optimal parameters θBt of the feature extractor
and a biased classifier by minimizing Equation (10);
4 Obtain the exemplar auxiliary samples R̂t of all the seen
classes from R̂t−1 and Ât (described in Section III-B);
/* The classifier adaptation scheme */
5 Fix the parameters θBt and adapt the biased classifier by
minimizing Equation (18) to obtain the optimal
parameters θCt ;
Output: The auxiliary exemplar samples R̂t and the
parameters θFt = {θCt , θBt}
with our duplet learning scheme and classifier adaptation in
detail. For initialization, F1 is trained from scratch with the
set of duplet sample pairs (A1, Â1), then R̂1 is constructed
and stored in the memory in the form of E(R1). At the t-th
learning session, we extract the auxiliary samples R̂t−1 for
previous classes and Ât for new classes. Firstly we train a
domain-compatible feature extractor Bt and a classifier on all
the seen classes with our duplet learning scheme (described in
Section III-C). Then the exemplar auxiliary samples R̂t for all
the seen classes are constructed from R̂t−1 and Ât (described
in Section III-B). Finally we update the classifier further with
our classifier adaptation scheme (introduced in Section III-D).
Algorithm 1 lists the steps for training the model in detail.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Datasets
CIFAR-100 [29] is a labeled subset of the 80 million tiny
images dataset for object recognition. This dataset contains
60000 32× 32 RGB images in 100 classes, with 500 images
per class for training and 100 images per class for testing.
ILSVRC [65] is a dataset for ImageNet Large Scale Visual
Recognition Challenge 2012. It contains 1.28 million training
images and 50k validation images in 1000 classes.
B. Evaluation Protocol
We evaluate our method on the iCIFAR-100 benchmark and
the iILSVRC benchmark proposed in [20]. On iCIFAR-100, in
order to simulate a class-incremental learning process, we train
all 100 classes in batches of 5, 10, 20, or 50 classes at a time,
which means 5, 10, 20, or 50 classes of new data are added at
each learning session. After each batch of classes are added,
the obtained accuracy is computed on a subset of test data sets
containing only those classes that have been added. The results
we report are the average accuracy without considering the
accuracy of the first learning session as it does not represent
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Fig. 4. Illustration of original real samples from CIFAR-100 and their
auxiliary sample equivalents with different fidelities.
the incremental learning described in [31]. On ILSVRC, we
use a subset of 100 classes which are trained in batches of 10
(iILSVRC-small) [20]. For a fair comparison, we take the same
experimental setup as that of [20], which randomly selects 50
samples for each class of ILSVRC as the test set and the rest
as the training set. In addition, the evaluation method of the
result is the same as that on the iCIFAR-100.
C. Implementation Details
a) Data Preprocessing: on CIFAR-100, the only prepro-
cessing we do is the same as iCaRL [20], including random
cropping, data shuffling and per-pixel mean subtraction. On
ILSVRC, the augmentation strategy we use is the 224 × 224
random cropping and the horizontal flip.
b) Generating auxiliary samples of different fidelities:
we generate auxiliary samples of different fidelities (as shown
in Figure 4) with various kinds of encoder-decoder structures
(e.g. PCA [66], Downsampling and Upsampling). The fidelity
factors r we use (as defined in Section 3.1) are as follow: for
iCIFAR-100, we use 13 ,
1
6 and
1
12 when using a PCA based
reduction and 13 ,
1
6 when using downsampling. For iILSVRC,
we conduct the experiments with r values of 14 based on
downsampling. In our experiments, we use a memory buffer
of 2000 full samples. Since the sample fidelity and number
of exemplars is negatively correlated, our approach can store
2000
r samples.
c) Training details: for iCIFAR-100 at each learning
session, we train a 32-layers ResNet [67] using SGD with a
mini-batch size of 256 (128 duplet sample pairs are composed
of 128 original samples and 128 corresponding auxiliary
samples) by the duplet learning scheme. The initial learning
rate is set to 2.0 and is divided by 5 after 49 and 63 epochs.
We train the network using a weight decay of 0.00001 and
a momentum of 0.9. For the classifier adaptation, we use the
auxiliary exemplar samples for normal training and the other
parameters of the experiments remain the same. We implement
our framework with the theano package and use an NVIDIA
TITAN 1080 Ti GPU to train the network. For iILSVRC, we
train an 18-layers ResNet [67] with the initial learning rate of
2, divided by 5 after 20, 30, 40 and 50 epochs. The rest of
the settings are the same as those on the iCIFAR-100.
TABLE II
EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT METHODS WHICH EITHER USING THE
AUXILIARY EXEMPLARS OR REAL EXEMPLARS. ADDED CLASSES AT EACH
SESSION IS 10.
Method Exemplar Average Accuracy
iCaRL Real 60.79%Auxiliary 50.86%
iCaRL-Hybrid1 Real 55.10%Auxiliary 44.86%
Ours.FC Real 61.67%Auxiliary 67.04%
Ours.NCM Real 61.97%Auxiliary 66.95%
TABLE III
VALIDATION OF OUR DUPLET LEARNING SCHEME ON ICIFAR-100 WITH
THE AUXILIARY SAMPLES OF DIFFERENT FIDELITIES. WITH OUR DUPLET
LEARNING SCHEME (DUP), THE AVERAGE ACCURACY OF THE
CLASS-INCREMENTAL MODEL IS ENHANCED BY MORE THAN 10%
COMPARED TO THAT OF THE NORMAL LEARNING SCHEME IN [20] FOR
ALL CASES.
Fidelity Factor r Method Average Accuracy
PCA 1
3
iCaRL-Hybrid1 44.86%
iCaRL-Hybrid1+DUP +14.67%
PCA 1
6
iCaRL-Hybrid1 42.74%
iCaRL-Hybrid1+DUP +17.39%
PCA 1
12
iCaRL-Hybrid1 40.90%
iCaRL-Hybrid1+DUP +16.88%
Downsampling 1
3
iCaRL-Hybrid1 41.88%
iCaRL-Hybrid1+DUP +16.41%
Downsampling 1
6
iCaRL-Hybrid1 40.29%
iCaRL-Hybrid1+DUP +16.96%
D. Ablation Experiments
In this section, we first evaluate different methods which
either using the auxiliary exemplars or real exemplars. Then
we carry out two ablation experiments to validate our duplet
learning and classifier adaptation scheme on iCIFAR-100, and
we also conduct another ablation experiment to show the effect
of the auxiliary sample’s fidelity and the auxiliary exemplar
data size for each class when updating the model. Finally, we
evaluate methods with memory buffer of different sizes.
1) Baseline: for the class-incremental learning problem, we
consider three kinds of baselines, which are: a) LWF.MC [32],
utilizes knowledge distillation in the incremental learning
problem, b) iCaRL [20], utilizes exemplars firstly for old-
class knowledge transfer and a nearest-mean-of-exemplars
classfication strategy and c) iCaRL-Hybrid1 [20], also uses
the exemplars but with a neural network classifier (i.e. a fully
connected layer).
2) Using auxiliary exemplars or real exemplars: we eval-
uate different methods which either using the auxiliary ex-
emplars or real exemplars, shown in Table II. For a fair
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TABLE IV
VALIDATION OF OUR CLASSIFIER ADAPTATION SCHEME ON ICIFAR-100
WITH THE AUXILIARY SAMPLES OF DIFFERENT FIDELITIES. THE MODEL’S
ACCURACY IS IMPROVED AFTER UPDATING THE CLASSIFIER FURTHER
WITH THE CLASSIFIER ADAPTATION SCHEME.
Fidelity Factor r Method Average Accuracy
PCA 1
3
iCaRL-Hybrid1+DUP 59.53%
iCaRL-Hybrid1+DUP+CA +7.51%
PCA 1
6
iCaRL-Hybrid1+DUP 60.13%
iCaRL-Hybrid1+DUP+CA +3.93%
PCA 1
12
iCaRL-Hybrid1+DUP 57.77%
iCaRL-Hybrid1+DUP+CA +0.63%
Downsampling 1
3
iCaRL-Hybrid1+DUP 58.29%
iCaRL-Hybrid1+DUP+CA +2.63%
Downsampling 1
6
iCaRL-Hybrid1+DUP 57.25%
iCaRL-Hybrid1+DUP+CA +0.68%
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Fig. 5. Performance of model when varying the auxiliary sample’s fidelity
and the exemplar auxiliary data size. When r = 1, it indicates that keeping
the real exemplar samples in memory directly [20].
comparison, the memory cost for the auxiliary or the real
is fixed. Our method is denoted by “Ours.FC” if we utilize
the fully connected layer as the classifier, or “Ours.NCM” if
utilizing the nearest-mean-of-exemplars classification strategy.
Using auxiliary exemplars directly leads to a performance
drop for both iCaRL and iCaRL-Hybrid1 because of the large
domain gap between the auxiliary data and real data (shown
in Figure 2(a)). For our domain-invariant learning method, the
average accuracy of using the auxiliary exemplars is about
5% higher than that of using the real exemplars. It seems
to be proved that with the same memory buffer limitation,
using auxiliary exemplars can further improve the performance
compared with using the real exemplars, as long as the domain
drift between them is reduced.
3) Validation of the duplet learning scheme: we evaluate
our duplet learning scheme with different auxiliary samples fi-
delity for the iCIFAR100 benchmark. 10 new classes are added
at each learning session. We utilize the “iCaRL-Hybrid1”
method with the auxilary samples by the normal learning
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
Memory Szie
0.4
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y
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iCaRL
iCaRL-Hybrid1
LWF.MC
Fig. 6. Average incremental accuracy on iCIFAR-100 with 10 classes per
batch for the memory of different size (expressed in the number of real
exemplar samples). The average accuracy of the model with our scheme is
higher than that of iCaRL, LWF.MC and iCaRL-Hybrid1 in all the cases.
scheme in [20] or our duplet learning scheme (DUP). As
shown in Table III, we can observe that our scheme is able
to significantly improve the performance of the final model
greatly for various kinds of low-fidelity auxiliary samples
compared with directly training the model. Moreover, the t-
SNE [68] analysis in Figure 2(a) shows that normally there
is a large gap between the auxiliary data and the real data
without our duplet learning scheme. Figure 2(b) illustrates that
our duplet learning scheme can actually reduce the domain
drift and guarantee the effectiveness of the auxiliary data for
preserving the model’s performance on old classes.
4) Validation of the classifier adaptation scheme: we eval-
uate the performance of the final classifier after using our
classifier adaptation scheme (CA). As shown in Table IV, the
classifier adaptation scheme can further improve the classifier’s
accuracy. For the auxiliary samples of different fidelities based
on the PCA or Downsampling, we can observe that the
improvement of the performance decreases along with the
auxiliary samples’ fidelity.
5) Balance of the auxiliary exemplar samples’ size and fi-
delity: we examine the effect of varying the auxiliary sample’s
fidelity and the auxiliary exemplar data size for each class
while the size of the limited memory buffer remains the same.
Specifically, the fidelity will decrease if the size of auxiliary
samples increase, where the number of the auxiliary samples
is set to 2000r . As shown in Figure 5, the average accuracy of
the model increases first and then decreases with the decrease
of the auxiliary samples’ fidelity (also the increase of the
auxiliary samples’ size), which means moderately reducing the
samples’ fidelity can improve the final model’s performance
with a limited memory buffer. When the fidelity of an auxiliary
sample is decreased a lot, the model’s performance drops due
to too much loss of class knowledge.
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Fig. 7. The performance of different methods with the incremental learning session of 5, 10, 20 and 50 classes on iCIFAR-100. The average accuracy of
the incremental learning sessions is shown in parentheses for each method and computed without considering the accuracy of the first learning session. Our
class-incremental learning scheme with auxiliary samples obtains the best results in all the cases.
6) Fixed memory buffer size: we conduct the experiments
with memory buffer of different sizes on iCIFAR-100 where
the number of added classes at each learning session is 10.
The size of memory buffer is expressed in the number of real
exemplar samples. As shown in Figure 6, all of the exemplar-
based methods (“Ours.FC”, “iCaRL” and “iCaRL-Hybrid1”)
benefit from a larger memory which indicates that more
samples of old classes are useful for keeping the performance
of the model. The average accuracy of the model with our
scheme is higher than that of iCaRL, LWF.MC and iCaRL-
Hybrid1 in all the cases.
E. State-of-the-Art Performance Comparison
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed
scheme on the iCIFAR-100 and iILSVRC benchmark, against
the state-of-the-art methods, including LWF.MC [32], iCaRL,
iCaRL-Hybrid1 [20], ETE [31], BiC [46].
For iCIFAR-100, we evaluate the incremental learning
session of 5, 10, 20 and 50 classes, Figure 7 summarises
the results of the experiments. The memory size for all the
evaluated methods is the same. We observe that our class-
incremental learning scheme with auxiliary samples obtains
the best results in all the cases. Compared with iCaRL and
iCaRL-Hybrid1, we achieve a higher accuracy at each learning
session. When the new-class data arrives, the accuracy of our
scheme decreases slowly compared to ETE and BiC.
For iILSVRC-small, we evaluate the performance of our
method with the incremental learning session of 10 classes and
the results are shown in Figure 8. It can be also observed that
our scheme obtains the highest accuracy at each incremental
learning session among others.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a novel memory-efficient
exemplar preserving scheme and a duplet learning scheme
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Fig. 8. The performance of different methods with the incremental learning
session of 10 classes on iILSVRC-small. The average accuracy over all the
incremenal learning sessions is shown in parentheses for each method.
for resource-constrained class-incremental learning, which
transfers the old-class knowledge with low-fidelity auxiliary
samples rather than the original real samples. We have also
proposed a classifier adaptation scheme for the classifier’s
updating. The proposed scheme refines the biased classifier
with samples of pure true class labels. Our scheme has
obtained better results than the state-of-the-art methods on
several datasets. As part of our future work, we plan to
explore the low-fidelity auxiliary sample selection scheme for
inheriting more class information in a limited memory buffer.
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